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editor’s note
Thanks to David Collyer, Prosper’s Campaign Develop, this month
has been one of the best in terms of publicity for Prosper Australia as
we saw his home buyers’ strike campaign idea firstly go viral over the
Internet and then amazingly go mainstream with the media. So not
surprisingly this edition of Progress is focusing on this campaign and
the discussion it has stirred with the general public.
Following on from last issue, we have a few articles on the commons with Leo Foley’s piece on reclaiming the commons, my piece
on the cultural commons titled We’re not pirtates and a glossary of
commons terminology on the inside back cover.
Thanks to our other regular contributors, Geoff Forster, David
Brooks and Karl Williams. If you have something
to contribute please send it to our email progress@
prosper.org.au.
Several events going on in the next month
including the AGM, members discussion nights
(below) and the Pop the Housing Party (right). Hope
to see you sometime soon.
Lloyd Churches

Upcoming Events
Members Discussion Nights
Prosper Australia is introducing new regular monthly
meetings for members only. The main purpose of member’s night
is discussion. United by a passion for economic justice and the
principles of good government we meet in order to discuss the ideas,
books, people and events that are shaping our world today
and through discussion we learn to understand and find
the motivation we need to work towards a better world.
7.00 pm, Thursday 2nd June, 2011
7.00 pm, Thursday 7th July, 2011

JOIN US
If you like the ideas you’ve read
here please join our organization,
Prosper Australia. Membership
costs $30 and includes a
subscription to PROGRESS.
Overseas members $35.
Progress subscription only $15.
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Other than discussion, members are encouraged to come earlier
to access the library and bookshop, meet with others and hear our
news. Group discussions will be facilitated by Lloyd Churches.
After the main discussion refreshments are provided
and more informal discussions can continue.
The meetings are held at 27 Hardware Lane, Melbourne.
Not a member? Join up on the night for $30.
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Pop the Housing Party
Come along and celebrate falling home prices
Featuring David Collyer, Prosper’s campaign developer.
Champagne and caviar for Home Buyers on Strike
7 - 9 pm, Tuesday 10th May, 2011
@The Order of Melbourne, Level 2, 401 Swanston Street, Melbourne.
A spruiker-free property seminar for the pissed off and locked out.
Stop speculator welfare!
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The Buyers’ Strike campaign
and The Bubble Burst
By David Collyer

On March 15, Prosper announced
to the media that first home buyers were
on strike and refusing to commit at current inflated prices. This campaign was
created as a warning to naive buyers
who may not have understood house
prices were most severely unaffordable
and headed for a fall.
Information about Australia’s real
estate market is seriously manipulated
by the agents who make their living
from property sales. They seek to create
an atmosphere of rosy confidence at
all times and in all market conditions.
Their ceaseless refrain is: Buy Now! Bid
High!
No voices contest the endless boosterism of the estate agents. Until now:
“When The Great Australian Land
Bubble bursts – just as land bubbles all
around the world have – the freshest
buyers are totally exposed. They face
financial ruin as house prices fall below
their debt. The crippling mortgage repayments become pointless,” Prosper’s
press release said.
“We cannot help those who have
recently bought, but we can warn prospective buyers – particularly first-timers
whose innocence and heavy borrowing
leaves them uniquely exposed.
“… there are 1.3 million
Australians with negatively geared
rental properties. They are diverting
all rents and some personal income to
meeting interest payment in the hope of
capital gains. When only capital losses
are expected, investors will flood the
market and overwhelm demand. Buyers
will step back, making it virtually
impossible to sell at any price.
“Do not underestimate the scale
and significance of the transformation
that is about to unfold. Price falls are
imminent – protect yourself. Don’t Buy
Now!”
Prosper quickly exploited the
opening by creating a Facebook site
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Don’t Buy Now - Home Buyers’ Strike ,
which now has 1,900 active users and a
staggering 190,000 unique page impressions. Its audience is overwhelmingly
males 25-34 (36%) and males 35-44
(24%). Prosper funded and promoted
a two minute viral video on the strike
which has been viewed 1,250 times and
counting .
“..when a couple with two solid
incomes and a good deposit cannot get
a bank loan for a starter home on the
edge of town, the game is already over.
The market must turn.
“First home buyers are the ‘Greater
Fools’ of the real estate market. Our
Buyers’ Strike campaign has made them
aware land prices can go down as well
as up.
“The looming fall in prices will
cause great economic hardship.
Consider the US experience, where a
quarter of mortgaged homes are ‘underwater’, worth less than the loan they
support and pinning homeowners in an
impossible situation.

Getup Campaign
The Buyers’ Strike was put up as a
campaign suggestion at GetUp, the progressive political campaigning website.
The suggestion rose from 111th to first
in a mere three weeks with over 7,000
votes from 2600 people. The speed
with which this idea soared amazed
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everyone as it zoomed past issues like
republicanism, the environment, same
sex marriage and on and on.
The campaign did not sit well with
GetUp. Prosper was making a call for
direct economic action, clearly outside the political lobbying purpose of
GetUp. They removed Buyers’ Strike
from their list of campaign suggestions
by creating a new category ‘Hot Topics’
so the issue could be quietly dropped.
“Residential properties are trading
at between six and nine times earnings –
depending on assumptions. Historically,
they have fluctuated between two and a
half and three times earnings.
Prosper’s Buyers’ Strike was
robustly supported by debt-skeptic
Steve Keen, Associate Professor of
Economics and Finance at University
of Western Sydney. His solid work and
stern warnings on the unsustainable
level of consumer debt are very highly
regarded overseas and by academic
economists.
“This is an excellent idea which I
endorse. It would be a foolish personal
decision to take out the size of loan
now required to enter the market,”
Keen said.
Keen has repeatedly spoken out
about the dangerous instability of the
Australian housing market, describing
it as a ‘Ponzi Scheme’, as defined by
Hyman Minsky.

comments at prosper.org.au and at GetUp with their bile.
• “The spivs and spruikers and trolls of the real estate
industry continue to claim Australia is an exception – it
cannot happen here. Ask any economist: there are no
exceptions; prices always revert to the long term trend.

“Though the banks have the most responsibility for
driving up house prices by letting their LVRs rise from the
responsible 70 per cent levels of the 1960s-1970s to the utterly
irresponsible 97 per cent levels of today, the house price
bubble has also been inflated by the so-called “First Home
Owners Grant” scheme. This scheme, which I prefer to call
the First Home Vendors Grant, has been used as a cheap
macroeconomic boost by the government on five occasions
now –1983, 1989, 2000, 2001 and 2008 – and each time all it
has done is push up house prices,” Keen said.

The Buyers’ Strike led to 32 radio interviews, ten press
interviews and a television appearance. The campaign has
been reported by the media in Canada, Malaysia, USA, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom.

Total Abstainers Pledge

The Bubble Burst

We also posted a Total Abstainers Pledge for first home
buyers on the Prosper website: The current price of land is
grossly overvalued compared to take-home earnings.
Compounding this, Australia is in the grip of a housing Ponzi
scheme similar to that which brought the northern hemisphere to
their knees.
I undertake not to bid at auction or negotiate by private treaty
to buy real estate until prices moderate, just as they have in all the
countries we compare ourselves to.
I will use this time to save a larger deposit to free myself earlier

I undertake not to bid at auction or
negotiate by private treaty to buy
real estate until prices moderate,
just as they have in all the countries
we compare ourselves to.
from mortgage finance and gain my economic independence.
Meanwhile, Prosper pounded the media with fresh
insights:
• “Thousands of would-be homebuyers have committed
themselves to Prosper’s Buyers’ Strike and are now standing out of the market.
• “Our call for a buyers’ strike has gone viral over the internet – spread far and wide by young disaffected adults
locked out of home ownership.
• “Do not underestimate the depth of feeling around this
issue. Being locked out of home ownership denies them
full citizenship. They are deeply frustrated and very
angry.
• “The entire real estate edifice relies on first home buyers
overpaying for poor quality property. Sellers can cash
out and gear up for a superior home. The process works
well until buyers can no longer afford the first step. That
is the situation right now.
• The internet-based Buyers’ Strike campaign become a
magnet for anonymous trolls trying to deflect the debate
from the key issue of housing affordability with abuse
and vilification.
• “Their message to first home buyers is simplistic and insulting: Submit! Sacrifice! Conform! They have filled the

And then on April 12, Prosper called the bursting of The
Great Australian Land Bubble.
The era of towering prices – of superhuman personal
sacrifice by every young couple to fund a mortgage to buy a
simple home – has just come to an end.”
“Now comes the grand unwinding, where house prices
go into free-fall, owners despair, buyers sit on their hands and
our banks call in ‘underwater’ loans where payments are not
being made, selling homeowners up for whatever they can
recover.
Australian house prices have been receding since April
2010 according to RP Data. The supply of houses has
exceeded demand since then.
“Falling values and falling volumes over an extended
time are decisive indicators of a new bearish trend.”
“Throughout the Buyers’ Strike, Prosper has characterized the bust as ‘Imminent’. We now say the inflection point
has arrived: Australian prices have passed Top Dead Centre.
“The fatal puncture was delivered in the Housing
Finance figures from the ABS on 6 April. They were shocking – the lowest in 32 years – and followed three months of
similar dismal commitments. First home buyer commitments
showed the largest fall.
Why did Prosper wade into the public discourse loudly
shouting these negative and painful words?
The Australian property market has peaked. It will
now go on to bankrupt speculators and destroy the financial
dreams of many innocent citizens.
“Australia is in this fix because governments have consistently failed to adopt the powerful automatic stabilizer of
land prices – Land Value Tax – despite the repeated urgings
of many senior economists including the Secretary of the
Treasury Dr Ken Henry in Australia’s Future Tax System
(The Henry Review).
“(Our) fervent wish is that this
chaos leads to new taxation arrangements that end the taxing of wages
and business with government taking
its revenues from economic rents
instead.
This has been a truly extraordinary month in Australia’s economic
history.
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Going Viral

Comments from Get Up and Facebook on

compiled by David Brooks

Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/Dont-Buy-Now-Property-Buyers-Strike/209628835717348
Get-Up : http://suggest.getup.org.au/forums/60819-campaign-ideas
Nexus

The Home Buyers Strike
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Prosper Calls for
Buyers’ Strike
The press release by David Collyer that
started it all.

Tax reform group Prosper Australia today called on first
home buyers to delay buying real estate ahead of the flip into
a falling market, which it described as ‘imminent’.
RP Data reports there are over 900 Melbourne auctions
scheduled for the weekend and 2700 over the next three
weeks. Prosper believes this is enough to decisively tip the
market into oversupply.
“When the Great Australian Land Bubble bursts – just as land
bubbles all around the world have – the freshest buyers are totally
exposed. They face financial ruin as house prices fall below their debt.
The crippling mortgage repayments become pointless,” Prosper
campaigner David Collyer said today.
“The bursting of the land bubble is signalled by simultaneous downturns in auction clearance rates, building approvals and
housing finance. ABS data already shows the latter two elements in
place (ABS 8731.0 Building Approvals; ABS 5609.0 Housing
Finance). “We cannot help those who have recently bought, but
we can warn prospective buyers – particularly first-timers whose
innocence and heavy borrowing leaves them uniquely exposed.”
Australia’s housing market is widely regarded as being
in a price bubble and ‘most severely unaffordable’. Warnings
have been issued by a long list of agencies and experts,
including the IMF, the OECD, The Economist newspaper,
Jeremy Grantham and Steve Keen.
“Residential properties are trading at between six and nine
times earnings – depending on assumptions. Historically, they
have fluctuated between two and a half and three times earnings,”
Collyer said. The largest element buyers are paying for is the
land, not the building.
“A buyers’ strike is the only rational response to current land
prices. Frankly, prices are ridiculous. How anyone can pretend
Australia has a land shortage beggars belief !”
“Some argue prices have arrived at a new and permanently high
plateau, but the historical record shows reversion to the long term
average – in every case without exception.”
The experience in the USA, Europe and the UK is for
sudden, jagged falls in property prices. Sales volumes also
shrink dramatically.
“I remind you there are 1.3 million Australians with negatively
geared rental properties. They are diverting all rents and some
personal income to meeting interest payment in the hope of capital
gains. When only capital losses are expected, investors will flood the
market and overwhelm demand. Buyers will step back, making it
virtually impossible to sell at any price.
Do not underestimate the scale and significance of the transformation that is about to unfold. Price falls are imminent – protect
yourself. Don’t Buy Now!” Collyer concluded.

A comment by Scott Phillips
on the Getup campaign website
Property rights go direct to the core of how societies are
structured. They establish, and in very real ways, reflect, the
power structures of a society. Prosper, who have put up this
idea, support a fundamental review of the way that property
is treated in Australia, and how the money that is used to run
government services is collected.
Simply put, and I’m sure that someone will correct me
if I am wrong on this, Prosper propose doing away with all
existing taxes, including personal income tax, and collecting
revenues bases on the value of land. This is called Land Rent,
or economic rent (which is a slightly different form of rent
from the rent that you and I probably pay each month, but it’s
still rent). Anyway. Under such a system, if the government
builds new infrastructure ... say for example a new train line
to a satellite suburb ... then the extra money collected from
the increase in the property values all along the new rail line
will be able to pay for it. The same argument can be extended
to schools, museums, police stations etc. etc. ... all the things
that make a place worth living in. This is what makes the
land valuable in the first place.
Currently wage earning taxpayers are footing the bill for
all of this stuff, and not benefiting from the increase in the
value of the land that results. This is why everyone wants to
be a land owner. It’s the only way to cash in on the game. So
the banks talk the government into loosening up the Loan-toValue ratios so that they can create more money out of thin
air (lessening the value of the dollars you earn, through inflation) and loan it to some poor sod who thinks that the music
at the real estate dance party will never stop because the real
estate agent who took their money at the door said so. Only
now it’s 5am, the sun’s coming up, everyone who’s still here
is drunk on Ponzi cool-aid and my metaphor is about to pop,
along with the housing bubble.
Clearly, whether GetUp! get on board with this or not
ultimately isn’t going to matter. It doesn’t matter whether you
call it a strike, a mercy mission or something else. The economic fundamentals are going to call the shots on this. The
best we can do is become as educated as possible about what
is going on and what our options are, so that as the whole
thing begins to tumble down we can create a way out that we
can be proud of as a society.
If we really get good at that it may even be possible to
build a system that doesn’t cause the whole boom and bust
cycle to repeat all over again.
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Pop! The Real
Estate Bubble
Has Burst
By David Collyer

The Great Australian Land Bubble burst at 10.30pm
AEST on Monday 11 April 2011, according to Prosper
Australia campaign manager David Collyer.
“The era of towering prices – of superhuman personal
sacrifice by every young couple to fund a mortgage to buy a
simple home – has just come to an end,” Collyer said.
“Now comes the grand unwinding, where house prices
go into free-fall, owners despair, buyers sit on their hands and
our banks call in ‘underwater’ loans where payments are not
being made, selling homeowners up for whatever they can
recover.
Australian house prices have been receding since April
2010 according to RP Data. The supply of houses has
exceeded demand since then.
“Falling values and falling volumes over an extended
time are decisive indicators of a new bearish trend,” Collyer
said.
“Throughout the Buyers Strike, Prosper has characterized the bust as ‘Imminent’. We now say the inflection point
has arrived: Australian prices have passed Top Dead Centre.
“The fatal puncture was delivered in the Housing
Finance figures from the ABS on 6 April. They were shocking – the lowest in 32 years – and followed three months of
similar dismal commitments. First home buyer commitments
showed the largest fall.
Overnight, US commentator Mike ‘Mish’ Shedlock of
Mish’s Global Economic Trend Analysis pointed to the bust.
Shedlock is not a larger or more important figure than the
IMF, the OECD, The Economist or Jeremy Grantham and
others who have issued stern warnings of our bubble and
impending bust. But the onus of proof has now reversed:
the narrative has moved decisively from ‘prove we are in a
bubble’, to ‘prove the bubble has not burst’.
“Australians would never trust a home-grown expert,
but slavishly follow the work of overseas economic seers.
Shedlock pointed out ‘The emperor has no clothes.’ This observation can be made by a small boy and abruptly, decisively
change perceptions,” Collyer said.
The Rudd government took a major risk with the
First Home Owners Scheme – more correctly described by
Steve Keen as the First Home Vendors Boost – and gave
the Australian market another leg up even though our peer
countries had turned decisively down. This merely delayed
and worsened the terrible costs of the return trip.
Rudd was determined to see the bubble did not burst on
his watch. The FHOG is now discredited; anathema to Gen
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Y buyers who observed its effect and
learned it simply inflated prices and
went into the pockets of sellers.
“This wilful waste of taxpayers’
money merely increased the anger
and frustration of first home buyers.
“The federal government has no
further tricks in its bag. I can’t think
of anything it can do to turn public
sentiment around this time.
“Global investors will short sell
the Australian banks directly and
drive them down. The banks are an excellent proxy for the
Australian housing market. Investors know exactly what to
do, having already participated in the US, the UK, and the
European property crashes,” Collyer concluded.

From online discussions
Comment by Ticked Off
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work full time - tick
Never had debt - tick
Don’t have wealthy parents - tick
Can’t afford to repay a $350,000 loan on one wage - tick
Sick of seeing ‘sold’ houses being put up for lease - tick
Subject to high rents in crappy condition - tick
Tired of housing being seeing as a commodity - tick
I’m pretty ticked off...

Comment by kate the younger
I wish Mr and Mrs Average, who are already comfortably
paying off their home in a middle-ring suburb which they
purchased for $350,000 fifteen years ago, would pay more
attention to articles like this. I’m a single mother on $50,000
and I have NO HOPE EVER of buying a house. And yet, my
family seems to think that I’m just not trying hard enough, or maybe that it’s all my fault for not tying down some fella.
Or they trot out the hoary old chestnut about “people these
days want the renovated house in Malvern straight away, why
can’t they buy something cheaper to start with, we did it hard
when we were young, we had to buy 20km from the city, rah
rah rah”
Listen up, those of you who are comfortable. I would be
happy to live anywhere in Melbourne that is within commuting distance of my son’s highschool and my work. There
is NOTHING. Not even a STUDIO APARTMENT I can
afford. Please don’t tell me you did it tough back in your day.
You have no idea.
And yes, I even have a 10% deposit saved - I just can’t afford the repayments on my income, and the bank won’t lend
me enough to purchase a $400,000 house anyway. (Hey, they
won’t even lend me enough to purchase a $250,000 house, of
which there is no such thing anymore, anyway).
So what do I do now??
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The home
buyer strikes
back
By ABC online business
reporter Michael Janda

A tiny land tax lobby group has
sparked a storm by suggesting first
home buyers go on strike to force property prices lower.
Prosper Australia is an organisation devoted to promoting the ideas of
19th-century political economist Henry
George, who suggested that income and
company tax should be replaced by land
tax.
It launched its call for an Australian
first home buyer strike on March 15
- since then the idea has gone on to
become the number one suggestion
on GetUp’s campaign ideas forum
with 5,644 votes, followed by another
housing-related campaign idea to abolish negative gearing.
The online interest has translated
into coverage in major daily newspapers
and breakfast television, but Prosper
Australia spokesman David Collyer says
thousands of Australians were already
boycotting home purchases before the
campaign launched.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/
stories/2011/03/31/3178706.htm

Comment by Lev Lafayette
If real (read: productive) economic
growth and population declines, the
demand for land will also decline.
Otherwise the demand will continue to
grow. Leaving renters with a higher rent
bill.
Prosper Australia is making an
excellent effort here to draw attention
to the problem of landlordism, but the
campaign itself won’t solve the underlying problem.

Comment by David Brooks
Warning people, particularly the
first home buyers, that they are in for
a shock when the market crashes, as it

will inevitably do, is sticking your neck
right out.
Speculators and Real Estate
Salesmen are not the most open of
societies clubs. Yes! The market will
prevail, always, but when the buyers are
alerted to what is happening it can only
be to the general good of society.
There are many homilies about
the determination of people to save for
their own home. That is good and good
for them. Today’s singles and couples
face some 6 years of better than average wages to buy a home. 30 years ago
it was a “mere” 3 -3 1/2 years wages
and often less. That is a big difference.
Bricks and mortar do not appreciate in
value, like all man made products they
deteriorate. Land, not man made, appreciates and is subject to huge amounts
of speculation, to the detriment of society. The value of land belongs to those
who produce that value, the people. We
should collect that value as rent; this
would curb the ponzi scheme and the
speculators.

Comment by Darren
Oh well, not everyone is going to own
a house. Get over it.

Comment by Jp
You people really don’t think this
through, do you? What do you think
is going to happen when “prices drop
to more reasonable levels?”. Give it a
moment, hear that? There you go - there
PROGRESS May-June 2011

goes the penny. But really, I hope this
works. I only have three properties at
the moment, and I have been biding my
time prior to any further acquistions.
But if this works (doubt it, I’m not that
lucky), and prices do indeed drop...
well - good luck people. If you haven’t
been able to secure an investment and
a lender to get you over the line before
now, then you’ll have to contend with
me (and others like me), who have well
and truly beaten you to the punch. I am
a better bet: equity, capital and line of
credit that will see you out of the game
for as long as you aren’t prepared to eat
a little risk.
Good huntin’ fellas! Love it. Hey,
let me know if any of you are looking for rental accomodation by the
way. One of my properties is receiving
applications at the moment, and the applicants are just being so courteous and
understanding.

Comment by theBIGSlippery
I fully support this. We are renting
at the moment and want to buy a house
but the price of a decent place seems
unreasonable. We are ready to buy and
have found some properties that we like
but the prices are so high.
The only houses here that are under
300k are complete dumps in terrible
areas. We don’t have super high standards but we do not want to go into
debt for something that isn’t worth the
money we will owe.
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Reclaiming the
commons
The last issue provoked more discussion on
The Commons, and this article from Leo Foley.
What does Shakespeare have in
common with your DNA? What about
the night sky and folk tales? Or the
polar ice caps and our wildlife?
These things, amongst a myriad of
others, are all part of “The Commons”.
It is not just land where cows and
sheep graze, or fisheries, or even the
radio spectrum – although they are all
important parts of it. The commons is a
new way to express a very old idea: that
some forms of wealth belong to all of
us, and that these community resources
must be actively protected and managed
for the good of all.
Peter Barnes writes of the
“Commons River”, with its three
tributary streams – Nature, Community
and Culture. Nature is the air, water,
minerals and all of those things that
a Georgist would classify as ‘land’.
Community is our legal and political
systems, libraries and museums, and our
playgrounds and flea markets. Culture
includes our language, music, biology
and medicine, through to open source
software.
We all have a stake in these things.
They are the basis of our wealth. We

can build on them to continue the progress of mankind. In a sustainable world,
they are what we will hand over to the
next generation in good condition. We
can use them, as John Locke wrote, as
long as we leave as much and as good
for others.
That seems to be the genesis of
the problem for modern mankind.
The strain on our natural resources is
immense, and in some areas, there is no
longer as much or as good to be left for
others.
In considering sharing the
Commons, Henry George used the
analogy of a private club, where good
people would expect courtesy and a few
simple rules to enable civil relations
between members. I find that a difficult
concept, given what we know of human
greed in his time, and since. It seems
not to take into account the malevolent
nature of some men, who stoop to
dishonesty and violence to achieve their
aims of a greater share of the common wealth. If people did behave as
well as most Club members, the world
would no doubt be a better place, but
many people would never qualify for

P.Barnes Capitalism 3.0
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membership of any Club because they
do not have the necessary communal
view of the world. And some Club
members are expelled because they
cannot abide the rules or the courtesies
expected. It is these people that we
have to work with in society. We have
to assume that they will take advantage
of any opportunities for personal gain.
Sadly, any system of governance must
take account of that attitude.
The critical dilemmas facing us,
in the 21st century, are twofold: the
continuing privatising of parts of the
Commons, and the dumping of waste
in the Commons, that is, externalities.
The first problem, of privatisation, must
be met with education. The public must
be made aware of the Commons, and
of their shared ownership of it. The
Alaska Permanent Fund, which distributes oil royalties directly to the citizens
of Alaska, is a good example of practical action that also educates people
about the worth of the Commons to
them. Vernon Smith, Nobel Prize winner in Economics (2003), advocated a
similar system for Iraq’s oil profits to be
distributed to the Iraqi people. What a
difference that policy would have made
to ‘winning the hearts and minds’ of
those war-weary people after the demise
of Saddam!
Capitalism, with its market-based
solutions to scarcity and opportunity
costs, has provided many benefits to
modern societies. But can it continue
to do so, with the stresses and strains
of the profit motive? I contend that it
cannot succeed until a consensus is
achieved of what is truly private, and
what is public. And that is nowhere
on the horizon. It is the task of the
Georgist movement to assist in the
prosecution of that debate.
Other societies have faced these
questions. The Romans recognised the
difference between private and public
property. The system of Roman property law included:
• res communis (light and air)
• res publicae (government-run navigable rivers, highways, territorial
seas)
Of course it also included ‘res divini

juris’ – things or spaces belonging to the
gods – but we need not go there! But the
Romans recognised that some things
were public, and should not be owned
for profit in private hands.
William the Conqueror was an
enlightened Prince. He distributed land,
but exacted a full and strict payment
for the privilege, and ensured that the
common people had sufficient grazing
lands for their sheep and cattle, so that
they could make a good living. Over the
years, however, that right was watered
down.
We all know of the Magna Carta,
which stripped the King of many of his
powers, and increased the powers of
the Barons. But not so well known is its
accompanying charter, the “Charter of
the Forest” issued in 1217. It addressed
the rights of ordinary people, restoring
their rights to agist their animals, collect
firewood, or cut peat for fuel. Special
Verderer’s Courts were established to
enforce these rights.
By Tudor times, the Charter had
become antiquated, and the profligate
Henry VIII was able to sell off common
land, mostly held by monasteries and
guilds, to the rising merchant class, who
were seeking to purchase for themselves
a piece of the aristocracy. Land became
enclosed (privatised) and speculation
in land began in earnest. It has not yet
stopped. Early opponents of the enclosures paid a heavy price. Hugh Latimer
has left us a legacy of opposition,
before he was burned at the stake. The
17th century ‘Diggers’ were persecuted
brutally.
In the 19th century, Henry George
took the world by storm with his ideas
on capturing rent for public purposes.
To those who understand, it is inconceivable that his ideas have not taken
root. To those who are still questioning,
or wondering, how such simple ideas
could so totally transform our society,
continue the search. The rewards are
great. On the other side, critics have
no argument; just an inane call for our
existing economic problems to continue.
In 2011, it is quite unfashionable to
advocate for the Commons. Yet, even
in the most ardent capitalist is a regret

that the system cannot distribute its
wealth more evenly. If they could just
see the difference between private and
public wealth, and understand Ricardo’s
law of Rent, they (perhaps) could sleep
more easily. We Georgists owe that
much to them!
Privatisation works in many ways,
most of which are accepted by modern
society as the ‘way things are done
now’. Public utilities are corporatised,
prior to them being sold for a one-off
injection of funds, but at the long-term
loss of revenue. Essentials like water
supply are treated as a commodity,
purchased by those who can afford to
pay the most. Some subsidy crumbs are
thrown at lesser mortals, to allow them
to exist.
Roads and railways are privatised,
ensuring that the price of their use
will exclude poor people – unless they
degrade themselves by applying for subsidies to ride alongside richer travellers.
The worst of all is land, of course.
Only the rich can afford to buy in our
cities. The poor are forced to the outer
suburbs, or the bush, where services are
lacking and their opportunities are even
more limited. Australia has a two-speed
economy, but worse, it has developed a
two-tier society.
So, where do we go from here?
Georgists know the answer: collection of the full rental value of land,
to replace all (or most) of the taxes
currently levied. But it isn’t quite that
easy. We must address the problems that
Henry George did not have to face. The
overcrowding of the planet, the pollution issues, the neglect (and demonisation) of public services, and the destruction of the environment. These are the
21st century issues that we must find
answers for. As Barnes says, “When
capitalism started, nature was abundant
and capital was scarce. Today, we’re
awash in capital, and literally running
out of nature.” (p. xiii)
The topic of pollution and externalities is too large for this article, and
large enough to tackle on its own, so I
will attempt to make the argument for
pollution charges in a later issue, but,
now, I want to make some suggestions
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of “where to from here.”
The first need is to preserve what
we have. Knowledge of what belongs to
the people is the first step to protecting
common assets. Georgists need to join
the debate on privatisation, and distinguish between public and private goods,
and also between natural monopolies
and competitive markets. Whenever
the opportunity arises, talk about the
Commons. Assert the right to public
control over public resources. Insist that
citizenship trumps ownership. Promote
creative endeavour, with its need for ‘experimentation’ space; market enclosures
typically control such freedom.
The second need is to create a
governance model that rewards sustainability and the development of social
capital. I will rely (again) on Peter
Barnes for these ideas:
• Establish ecosystem trusts to
protect air, water, and habitat (the
carbon tax could be one example);
• Establish mutual funds that pay
dividends to all citizens – equally;
• Establish a trust fund that provides
‘start-up’ funds for every child;
Market enclosures siphon common
assets and revenues that belong to the
people into the hands of private interests. That produces an unjust redistribution of wealth, greater inequality
and they erode democratic accountability. Georgists have the knowledge to
understand the problems. But do they
have the conviction to resolve those
problems?
I call on them to use their knowledge and their conviction to work
towards a world that moves us closer to
our goals, even if Henry George did not
address the issue. In the 21st century, I
believe he would.
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Australian News And Views
By Geoff Forster

Politicians are ‘robots’
An article in a recent “Sunday Age”
by former Liberal leader John Hewson
expressed the view that politicans today
are a buch of robots who would rather
chase soundbites than make policy. If
politics was a game in 1993, he claimed,
it has been refined to an artform today.
Well, his remarks are certainly
illustrated by the failure to tackle our
complex unfair tax setup, and to address
high land prices - especially in the light
of the hesitancy to consider seriously
the Henry tax report which admirably
confronted these issues.

Interest payments
to taxpayers
A record $42 million in interest was
paid last year to about half a million
taxpayers who received late tax refund
cheques. Interest has to be paid on
refunds that take more than 30 days to
process. Last year more than 11,000
people complained about the delays.
Here is yet another illustration of
the absurdity of the current sysem ;
this farce could of course be avoided
by adopting the rational site revenue
system .

the demand creatd by the housing affordability crisis.
In the eastern suburb municipality
of Boroondara, the average house price
for 2010 in all suburbs exceeded $1
million; the exception was Ashburton,
which was $4500 short, yet it had
shown a jump of 28% for the year.
Thus the failure to use site rents
instead of taxes on goods and earnings for revenue continues its harmful
consequences.

“The Difference”
A slick new magazine has been
launched to persuade Australia’s rich
to donate to the poor. Titled “The
Difference”, the first two copies have
been sent to the top 200 companies
on the stock exchange. Various social
problems are outlined. Of course there
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Stamp duties
worst in Victoria
A report for 2010 showed that
Melbourne was the worst place in
Australia for stamp duties; on average they took 4 months’ income to
pay; hence the costs of moving were
aggravated.
In 2001 the Victorian government
ignored the recommendation of the
Harvey report to replace stamp duties
with land tax; undoubtedly failure in
this regard contributed to the defeat of
the Brumby government last year.

Survey - the future
will not be better

Housing problems
On March 28 it was reported how
the last bastion of cheap housing - new
cities on the fringes of the city - were
now moving beyond the reach of most
first home buyers. One study found
that at the end of last year, only three
of every 10 lots for sale in new housing
estates across Australia were accessible
to average-income first home buyers.
Furthermore more than half of 745
charities polled by ACOSS reported
that they cannot meet demand, and are
turning away record numbers of needy
people, mainly struggling to cope with

leading chief executives, in order to
arrest soaring house prices. Of course
the conflation of land and capital by
neoclassical economists is causing
confusion here; the target should be
rising land prices. But at least the idea is
a move in the right direction.

is a general need for charity in the short
term. More fundamentally, there is the
need to identify those structures that
give rise to involuntary poverty and
kindred issues and that requires challenging vested interests.

CEOs for
property taxes
A new tax on owner-occupied
homes has been recommended by five
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An interesting article appeared
in “The Age” of March 1 by Louise
Tarrant, National Secretary of United
Voice, a trade union. She asserted that
millions of Australians are struggling on
wages that have barely grown in years.
In a recent survey almost two-thirds of
Australians responded No to the question whether the future we pass on to
our children and grandchildren will be
better than that handed to us. She mentioned Nobel prize winning economist
Paul Krugman who warned that in the
USA growth was not “trickling down”,
inequality was rising and belief in the
great American dream was souring.
The assessment about Australia is
in marked contrast to the bland assertions of certain politicians. Overall, of
course, all these viewpoints are in line
with the warnings to be found in Henry
George’s enduring classic “Progress and
Poverty”.

Why Land Rent is
the solution
By Cecil Stowasser

As long as landowners can own land without paying rent
to the nation, it is easy for them to hold land out of use in
order to create an artificial shortage. This artificial scarcity of
land leads to bankruptcies, unemployment and unaffordable
house prices.
However, when landowners have to pay rent to the nation whether they use it or not, they will be obliged to either
put their land to profitable use or sell it at a competitive price.
Thus, commercial enterprises will no longer be crippled
by monopolistic land prices, unemployment will cease and
families will no longer be burdened with impossibly high
mortgage repayments.

$568 million
in a day
Andrew “Twiggy” Forrest’s net worth has topped the $7
billion mark after a surge in Fortescue Metals Group shares
that has seen him pocket more than $500 million in one day.
http://www.businessday.com.au/business/twiggypockets
-500-million-in-a-day-as-fortescue-soars-20110118-19utn.html
The company today (January 18, 2011) reported a 9
per cent rise in iron ore production to 9.93 million tonnes in
the December quarter versus a year ago and the news sent
Fortescue stock soaring. It gave Mr Forrest a paper gain
of about $568 million, or more than $1.5 million for every
minute the shares traded.
http://www.businessday.com.au/business/twiggypockets-500million-in-a-day-as-fortescue-soars-20110118-19utn.html

Comment by David Brooks
When it comes inequality in the distribution of wealth it
is not always the Super Rich, eg Twiggy Forrest, who are to
blame. Just look at the people who supported him and Gina
Reinhart (Australia’s richest woman) in the rally against the
Super Profits Tax in WA. And a Prime Minister was deposed
so he and others like him, could keep their money.

Letters
First home buyers sink
printed in The Age, April 2, 2011
WHATEVER you think of the “buyers strike’’ aimed
against buying homes at the top of the property cycle
(“Buyers strike goes viral’’, theage.com.au, 1/4), the time
must surely have come to question our passive endorsement
of ever-escalating property prices.
The so-called housing boom only benefits those with
two or more properties, and sinks would-be first home
owners into ever greater despair. Federal governments have
consistently skewed tax policies in favour of developers and
investors, whose lobbying power and political donations far
exceed those who think a home should be primarily a place
for families to live (how odd!).
That a little outfit such as Prosper Australia can use
social media to rally the economically downtrodden sends a
powerful message.
Karl Williams, Tecoma

Site rent the natural path to justice
printed in the Canberra Times 28 November, 2010
Once again Jack Waterford has hit the nail on the head
with his article “Let’s have land taxes instead of stamp
duties” (Sunday Canberra Times, 21/11/2010, P.24). Mr
Waterford correctly points out that Stamp Duty is an inequitable tax. Stamp duty damages the economy by making it
harder for people (particularly low income earners) to build
or buy a home. Mr Waterford’s article is consistent with the
findings of the Henry Tax Review that government collection of site rents from all land values is the fairest and most
efficient form of revenue collection and should replace Stamp
Duty. But let’s follow this logical idea further. We have scores
of unfair and inefficient taxes in place at both the Federal
and State and Territory level that could all be replaced by site
revenue. For example, Payroll Tax, GST, PAYG Income Tax
and Company Tax are all ultimately mainly taxes on jobs and
borne by labour, since capital can migrate. The beauty of site
revenue in lieu of taxation is that it conforms to the idea that
we have an equal right to use and enjoy God’s Earth and we
all have a right to own what we work for. Site revenue in lieu
of taxation has the magical effect of increasing land supply
and driving down its price - the only form of revenue collection that makes housing more affordable.
by Ronald E. Johnson, Secretary, Association for Good
Government ACT Branch.
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Rates Summit 1st July 2011
Due to the disquiet in the Fraser Coast community about
the way in which the rates schedule has been formulated;
together with the excessive use and misuse of the Minimum
General rate, the Henry George Association of Queensland
Incorporated will conduct a Rates Summit.
10.00am, Friday 1st July 2011
At the Brolga Theatre, Maryborough. Queensland.
Mr Chris Foley has agreed to open this premier event
which will feature educational talks (and later discussion)
from three eminent speakers:
• Dr Terry Dwyer, Barrister, Canberra, ACT
• Dr Gavin Putland, Land Values Research Group,
Melbourne, Vic
• Mr David Brooks, Secretary of the Henry George
Foundation, ex Councillor, Melbourne, Vic
All residents and ratepayers are welcome to attend this
free event. A formal invitation has been extended to our local
Council and those bordering our Council boundaries.

Congestion
Just another taxing opportunity
By David Brooks

Congestion. We see it nearly every day. Traffic
snarls, long delays, queues for parking lots, no room
here or there, even on the train you have to stand, that’s
if you can get on. The supermarket car park is hell.
Drive another 5 or 10 minutes to find a parking space.
Dammit! Can’t “they” do something about this congestion? Those car parks cost so much; perhaps a bus
or tram next time... But that means you work to their
schedule, the bus runs only on the hour and takes twice
as long to get even near home, and then you have to
drag the shopping another mile or so in 30 degree heat.

The Henry George Association of Queensland is a non profit,
non political organisation and are pleased to present this free
event funded by the Henry George Foundation of Australia. For
more information contact Allan Fuary, President, Henry George
Association of Queensland Incorporated on 0407210179 or
HenryGeorgeAssociationQld@gmail.com.

Traralgon Conference
The 25th Annual National Republican Convention is
being held in Traralgon (Gippsland) Victoria 3844.
Date/Time: All day Saturday, 21 May 2011 from 9.30am
Cost for all Participants: $75 (*includes Lunch, M/T, A/T,
ALL materials etc)
Conference Theme: “A fairly taxed and properly land-managed replublic!” Confirmed Speakers and Agreed Topics:
• Rod Quantock: Ecological Footprinting: The Scariness
of the Scarcity of Habitat and Habitable Land in
Australia
• Peter Ellyard: Thrival: Creating and Nurturing
Sustainable Prosperity in Australia
• Steve Keen: Why Taxing Land may not be Enough to
Tame Financial Capital
• Gavin Putland: Privacy as a Test of Legitimacy in
Revenue-Raising
• Maurie Fabrikant: The Case for a Re-Introduced Federal
Land Value Taxation (FLVT) Regime.
• Leo Foley: Disguised Increments: The Externalities
Factor in Land Economics
• Peter Consandine: The Revenue and the Land Questions:
Inextricable Linkage
• Moderator/Facilitator: Mr Chris Doig
Venue: Bridges on Argyle Conference Centre.
To register for this event, contact: Peter Consandine, National
Executive Director, The Republicans, PO Box 843, Castle Hill
NSW 1765; Phones: (02) 9899 5474 & (0408) 408 148; Fax: (02)
9894 5686 E-Mail: peter@therepublicans.com.au
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It’s a great subject, congestion! Just about everyone
who “cares” or has a PhD in something has written
about it. And they all seem to want to use taxation to
cure it. Now that actually works! The way it works
though is to make it too expensive for the less well off
(poor people) to drive into town. It forces them to use
public transport or not go at all. Taxes of course are
generally “on the nose,” so “charges” are the in thing.
Councils love charges and parking fees. And they love
to “fine” those who do something adverse to their policies. It literally brings them in millions of dollars that
they do not have to raise by a rating system so hated by
the wealthy. These charges inevitably lead to “inner city
decay.” Falling land values, less people (isn’t that what
they were after?) increased safety problems, falling trade
– you’ve read the story often.
So it adds up to “we want the people” and “we
don’t want their vehicles” and “public transport is too
expensive to supply” and “Urban Sprawl is bad” and
“decentralisation is good” and “inner city decay is
bad” and – and – and, does anyone really know what is
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wanted?
Strangely nearly all writers on
the subject appear to accept congestion as a given. That it is a natural
event, a societal disease, to be cured
by mans superior knowledge. Few
ask why there is congestion. I mean,
why ask awkward questions when
you already know the answer?
Have any of the “experts” ever
questioned the existence of “cities”?
At least as we know them! Does it
ever occur to anyone that cities are
primarily anti people?
Anti civilised? You pack ‘em in,
then you complain like hell about
them being there. And why do they
pack into cities? Services, convenience, economics! Economics?
Why of course. People, you
and me, are economic entities.
Economics is all about people. If
we were not here there would be no
economics. We are manipulated by
economic forces continually. What
do you think all that advertising on
the telly is about? At the bottom of
all this nonsense about congestion
is the land question. It is not only a
matter of collecting the rent of land
for public purposes. It is a matter of
land use in every sense. The land is
not the exclusive realm of the rich,
of corporations, or of “Royal” families with their Dukes and Lords. The
land is a necessity for every being
on earth. If you crowd people into
little spaces then you get congestion.
If you ring cities with “green belts”
(places you cannot build on) then
you get congestion. If the means
of getting from A to B is restricted
and it is necessary to get to B then
you get congestion. If the places of
work are all in specified (planned)
areas you get congestion. Restricting
land use, either by “planning” or
by ownership (price) creates congested areas. If workers go to work
in waves (7am start) then there is
congestion. If shop assistants all
start at 8:30am there will be congestion. If V-line charges peak & off
peak fares they are manipulating the

traffic they carry to avoid congestion. When people all go home at
the same time, when they all take
their holidays at the same time (try
Christmas on the Geelong by-pass)
there will be congestion.

room on the beach, but not so in
the accommodation they occupy.
The caravan parks are packed, the
holiday makers pay very dearly for
the accommodation they occupy.
The greater distribution of holiday

Above: Ocean Grove beach 23 Jan 2011 @ 2:35pm
Below: Ocean Grove beach 2 Feb 2011 @ 1:07pm

The beach is a great place
to relax and have fun. Have you
noticed the congestion? Try Bondi
on the Easter weekend! Try Ocean
Grove, the Gold Coast, Glenelg
during the Christmas holidays. The
reason there is congestion in these
places is because they all take their
holidays at the same time. They
all celebrate the same long weekends. All schools all have the same
holiday periods. Does anyone know
why? Are we sheep? To be herded!
It is doubtful that anyone in
the Photos above would complain
of congestion. There is plenty of
PROGRESS May-June 2011

periods would reduce the demand
for caravan and motel space with
a resulting reduction in cost to the
holiday maker.
Travelling from Barwon to
Noosa there are hundreds of packed
beaches in the “holiday” periods.
Between those times they are empty
bar for the occasional back packer
or pensioner. The same applies to all
other human activities. It becomes
easy to ignore the basic fault; crowding people into unnatural conditions
of living. This is the start of many
problems.
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We’re not pirates!
The people strike back against claims Australia is a nation
of unrepentant pirates. By Lloyd Churches

An article in The Age (6 Mar, 2011)
that accused a quarter of all Australians
of being pirates ignited a huge online
response in their defence. The article’s
headline ‘Nation of unrepentant pirates
costs $900m’ says about 5 million
Australians illegally downloaded films,
TV shows, music and other content last
year. Almost none of the 130 comments
the article received online before comments were closed supported the idea
that we are pirates, that what we are
doing is illegal and that it actually cost
anywhere near $900 million.
People are waking up to the idea
that our culture is something that
should be free to access. Our cultural
commons includes film, tv shows,
music, books, software, language and
scientific information such as maths,
medicine, patents. Powerful companies that collect copyrights and other
intellectual property rights are trying to
restrict our freedom as they fight a losing battle to control sharing of culture
via the Internet.
The realm of the cultural commons
is dictated by the principle of freedom.
The more freedom there is in the
cultural realm the richer we all become.
Contrary to the opinion of the content
industries, allowing free content will
actually stimulate more content creation
by more people and can lead to more
sales of premium content. The poorer
will be able to access more which
satisfies their thirst for entertainment,
knowledge and spiritual meaning thus
raising their cultural wealth. Those with
funds to spare will be willing to pay for
premium content and will be compelled
to support their favourite artists financially for a variety of reasons. Again
freedom dictates that paying for content
be optional. Content providers are free
to try to put restrictions on their content
but must not reley on the law to do it.
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Most artists create because they
enjoy it and they want their creation to
be shared as widely as possible. Calling
their creations ‘content’ or ‘a product’
is the language that copyright collectors
use to commoditze art. That type of
language is demeaning creations that
are intended to be deeply meaningful.
Some good news in the area of
Internet freedom was recently (Feb 4)
received. A landmark case in Australia’s
federal court found that Internet Service
Providers (ISP) have no obligation to
protect the copyright of others. ISPs are
merely providing services in communication and it is not their business to
police how it is being used.
The remainder of this article is from
The Age’s online article including comments
left by general public.

The Age by Neil McMahon
“Piracy cost the core content
industries - music, film, television,
software and video games - $900 million
last year. That will rise to $5.2 billion
by 2016, with an estimated loss of $18
billion between 2010 and 2016. The
impact on Commonwealth revenues last
year was $190 million, which will rise
to $1.1 billion in five years for a total
loss of $3.7 billion in five years. There
were 8000 fewer jobs in the core content
industries last year as a result of piracy,
with the employment impact also predicted to rise dramatically by 2016.”

Comment by Greg
Why does the media just report
these figures such as $900m as is? Does
it cost publishers and authors $400-$500
every time I visit the library? There is a
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financial impact but these simple and
biased mathematics do not warrant
reporting.

Comment by CapnKernel
The studios have for too long relied
on giving content “value” by pumping
up demand for pretty woeful acts, then
artificially limiting supply. Well that
trick doesn’t work any more.
However, smart distributors can
leverage the power of how easily media
is copied, to reduce the overheads of
traditional content. And today there is
no bigger example than the BBC and
Monty Python, who have put most of
their material onto Youtube:
What happened as a result of this?
The BBC found sales of Monty Python
DVDs went up 231-fold. That’s not
231%, that’s 23,100%.
Regardless of the legal and ethical
aspects, distributors have to face the fact
that this is the 21st century, and downloading is here to stay. Distributors, stop
treating us with contempt and get with
the program.

Comment by John
There is a massive, unsubstantiated presumption that $900 million
WOULD have otherwise been spent on
the film/gaming industry.
Price the product properly and
make the product readily available and
there would be no desire to download
“illegally”.

Comment by Hagar
What utter crap!. First off, a
downloaded game, song or movie does
not equate to a lost sale. Secondly, what
proportion of the downloaded content
is not available in Australia - I’d bet
quite a bit of it. This problem won’t
go away until the content providers
make it simpler and cheaper to access

the product through the internet. Look
at the success of iTunes (regardless of
your philosophy of how Apple go about
their business), and regardless of piracy,
the cinema industry has had bumper
years.
The problem is that content providers do not want to give up their exalted
position of dictating when & where you
consume content. The music industry
is down overall not because of piracy
but because the product is crap. Why
else would Rolling Stones concerts sell
out so quickly. Movie and TV content
is generally released elsewhere in the
world earlier than Australia or not at
all. The balls in their court.

Comment by Tim
Unrepentant is correct. I watch
television online because it is ad free,
months or years ahead of broadcast
in Australia and is broadcast at the
scheduled time. If I like the show I buy
the DVD, if I don’t like it I don’t.

when and how we want to watch it.

Comment by xQx
There are only 20 million people
in Australia, so if 5 million of us are
“pirates” then a full 1/4 of the population is engaging in an illegal activity!
Shouldn’t that prompt a democratic
society to review the law, rather than
label its constituents criminals?
How many of those 8,000 jobs are
Australian Jobs? ... even if every one
of them is an Australian job (which I
doubt), what functioning democracy
would choose to criminalise the actions
of 5,000,000 to benefit 8,000??
If Australia is the nation of
rampant binge-drinking pirates that the
governments keep telling us we are, all
I ask is that the government get off its
high moral horse, and start representing
the people!

Comment by hmmmm
Is this a report or a press release?

Comment by I’ve lost millions

Comment by Sometimes it pays

I wrote an application that I was
going to charge $4M a copy for, and
two people downloaded it, so I’m $8m
out of pocket. Makes as much sense as
the calculations these guys use.

Last year I downloaded the latest
U2 album, so cost them and the industry $20 or so. When they came here I
paid $800 to see them in concert with
my girlfriend, plus I bought 2 t-shirts.
Had I not downloaded the album I
wouldn’t have gone.
I think they came out ahead.

Comment by Richard
Within hours of a television
program being aired in the US, often
weeks ahead of its Australian airing, it
has been recorded, stripped of ads and
put online by evil, hell-bound criminals
and downloaded by scurvy dogs across
the world minutes later.
The answer is simple yet the TV
networks just don’t get it. They need to
come out of the dark ages and make
their content available for download,
but not just on their ridiculous websites
that preclude mobile devices and offline
viewing. If they have their shows available the minute they’re aired, in HD,
with a couple of 30-second ads, an ethical option would could then be taken.
Our “apparent boundless enthusiasm for internet piracy” could become
(nay, remain) a boundless enthusiasm
for excellent television we can watch

Comment by Same old story
Funny how all of these studies
showing how much the industry ‘lost’
due to piracy are always commissioned
by the film / TV / music industries.
When I went to the movies
recently there was a new campaign
saying “don’t download movies and TV
shows”. Shortly after there was an ad
for Fixplay.com - where you can stream
TV shows over the internet.
I used to download some TV
shows, but now they are on TV a day or
so after they are aired in the US, so now
I record them. Besides, I don’t pay for
TV shows when they are shown on TV,
so how can I be costing the TV industry
anything if I download them?
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Comment by L
The government and distributors conveniently ignore that due to
the control of content delivery in this
country (think about what you can’t
access through traditional media channels) people will look to other means
(ie downloading) to get what they want.
Set up online purchasing of content at
reasonable prices (that’s not the iTunes
shop!) that is not limited by ridiculous
geographic licensing regulations and
the ethical decision will not likely be in
question as often - many people would
be willing to pay reasonable prices for
the specific media they want.

Comment by seanylala
Anyone who has in the past decade
rented DVDs would be familiar with
the Motion Picture Association of
America’s advertisement “You wouldn’t
steal a car”. In that advertisement corporate giants attempted to make a parallel between stealing a car and copying a
DVD. We all agreed that we would not
steal a car. However, if with the use of
a copying machine we could copy that
car without destroying the original or
depriving the owner of it, no doubt we
would all do so. The attempted parallel is flawed. What many of us feel
and are saying is that it is unnatural to
attempt to impose property rights over
intangible things. We are saying that it
is greedy to attempt to protect ideas. We
are saying that we do not agree with the
capitalist assumptions underpinning the
concept of intellectual property rights.
A revolution is taking place among the
masses, and the government and corporate giants with their hands in each others pockets are attempting to quash this
rebellion. However, a case can be made,
given the volume of so-called “offenders” that this is not democracy, it is a
blatant example of corporate tyranny or
Read more online.
corporatocracy.
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Philip Snowden
1864-1937
Geoists in History by Karl Williams

Raised in a humble Yorkshire cottage, the son of a
weaver, Philip Snowden rose to be Britain’s Chancellor of the
Exchequer and, if that be promotion in his eyes, a Viscount
(“First Viscount Snowden”) among its ancient aristocracy.
He displayed the riches of poverty when sustained by strict
principles, by religious faith, and by a keen interest in social
evolution. His geoist principles were instilled in his early
childhood in the way that his lowly neighbourhood cottagers
who, drawing their water from a well in a nearby field, had
risen in physical revolt against the attempt of the landowner’s
agent to make a charge for its use. Who can wonder at the
bent given to a child’s mind by such an experience?
Snowden’s parents were devout followers of the religious
ideas of John Wesley and he was brought up as a strict
Methodist. He followed his father’s example and never drank
alcohol. A clever lad, he was soon top of the village school.
He passed the prescribed examination for a lower grade of
the Civil Service and became a surveyor of inland revenue
in the Treasury – no-one would ever have imagined that this
mid-ranking public servant would twice be its Ministerial
chief.

I am of the opinion that (economic)
rent belongs to society and that
no single person has the right to
appropriate and enjoy what belongs
to society.
Early setbacks, rather than privilege and comfort, are
often seen to more roundly shape a man’s character. In
Snowden’s case, it could even be said that “if it doesn’t kill
you, it’ll be good for you” as he was hopelessly crippled by
an affliction of the spine which followed an accident, and he
was forced to leave the Civil Service.
Snowden’s wide-ranging ideals lead him to meet and
marry Ethel Annakin, a campaigner for women’s suffrage.
Snowden supported his wife’s ideals and he became a noted
speaker at numerous public meetings as a member of the
Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage.
But politics was Philip’s real interest, though the turmoil
surrounding British party politics at the time forced him to
change party a number of times. At first he joined the Liberal
Party but when researching a speech on the dangers of socialism, Snowden felt moved to instead join the Independent
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Labour Party. Later on he joined the Labour Party and in
1906 became their MP for Blackburn.

Users of land should not be allowed
to acquire rights of indefinite
duration for single payments. For
efficiency, for adequate revenue
and for justice, every user of
land should be required to make
an annual payment to the local
government equal to the current
rental value of the land that he or
she prevents others from using.

This was the pivotal and perhaps most impressionable
period in his life, amidst the great push for geoist economic
reforms led by Lloyd George and Winston Churchill whose
“People’s Budget” of 1909 proposed taxation on the unearned increment in land values, to be implemented when a
land valuation register was ready. Snowden wrote extensively
on economics and advised Lloyd George on this budget.
During the Great War Snowden braved widespread
unpopularity because of his opposition to the conflict – he
never wavered from pacifist ethics and offered his support to
conscientious objectors. This cost him his seat in the 1918
election but he recovered his popularity and his seat in 1922
Snowden found that, in the shifting sands of political alliances and deal-making of the time, his proposals were all subject to great compromise. When Ramsay MacDonald formed
the first Labour Government in January, 1924, he appointed
Snowden as his Chancellor of the Exchequer. Snowden not
only had to convince the electorate of his geoist proposals,
but also many of his Labour colleagues as well as Liberal
coalition partners. To this end, one of his famous utterances
was “We hold the position that the whole economic value of
land belongs to the community and that no individual has the
right to appropriate and enjoy what belongs to the community as a whole. Let there be no mistake about it. When the
Labour Government does sit upon those benches it will not
deserve to have a second term of office unless in the most
determined manner it tries to secure social wealth for social
purposes.”
Snowden reduced taxes on various commodities and
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“There never was a time when the need was
greater than it is today for the application of the
philosophy and principles of Henry George to
the economic and political conditions which are
scourging the whole world. The root cause of
the world’s economic distress is surely obvious
to every man who has eyes to see and a brain to
understand. So long as land is a monopoly, and
men are denied free access to it to apply their
labor to its uses, poverty and unemployment will
exist. Permanent peace can only be established
when men and nations have realized that natural
resource should be a common heritage, and used
for the good of all mankind.”

popular entertainments, but was criticised by members of
the Labour Party for not introducing any socialist measures.
Snowden replied that this was not possible as the Labour
government had to rely on the support of the Liberal Party to
survive. Less than a year after becoming Chancellor, Stanley
Baldwin, the leader of the Conservative Party, became Prime
Minister and Snowden’s period in office came to an end.
However Snowden returned to government with Ramsay
MacDonald’s victory in May 1929 and was again appointed
Chancellor, but more political turmoil soon ensued. His economic philosophy was one of strict Gladstonian Liberalism
rather than socialism. His official biographer wrote that “He
was raised in an atmosphere which regarded borrowing as an
evil and free trade as an essential ingredient of prosperity”.
Snowden adopted a Land Value Tax in Labour’s May 1931
budget and his resolution read, “There shall be a tax …. of
one penny in each pound of land value of every unit of land
in Great Britain.” The bill involved between 10 and 12 million separate valuations. Snowden told the parliament, “We
are asserting the right of the community to the ownership
of land. If private individuals continue to possess a nominal
claim then they must pay rent to the community privilege.
The great land owners cannot be permitted to enjoy the
privilege to the detriment of the welfare of the community.
Land was given by the Creator, not for use of dukes, but for
the equal use of all his children.”
However late in 1931 the Conservatives came to power
once again and quickly stopped the land valuation and
abolished the tax. Snowden’s geoist budget had caused a
tremendous uproar among Conservative land owners and was
considered a direct challenge to neoclassical economics and
its privatisation of natural resources.
Created Viscount Snowden of Ickornshaw in 1931,
Snowden then sat in the House of Lords, serving as Lord
Privy Seal but resigned in 1932 when free trade was abandoned the next year. Exhausted from politics, he then had

little involvement in the political world and died in 1937.
Despite the political disorder of his day, Snowden stood
firm on many noble principles. Besides his unwavering pacifism, Snowden held a lifelong aversion to Toryism, jingoism
and any form of privilege. In his personal life, Snowden had
vanquished poverty from the outset by the simple process of
reducing his own wants to principles of voluntary simplicity
(in monetary terms, a very modest thirty shillings a week)
and charged little for his lectures. He was able to pursue a life
of proud of broad interests and proud independence. Little
wonder, then, that Churchill – who spent most of his political
life on the opposite side of parliament – said of Snowden,
“He was really a tender-hearted man, who would not have
hurt a gnat unless his party and the Treasury told him to do
so, and then only with compunction. Philip Snowden was a
remarkable figure of our time”. It’s pretty hard to improve on
Churchill’s summation.

Until they had abolished
landlordism root and branch,
every other attempt at reform was
building upon the sands. Every
reform not based on common
ownership of the land was simply
subsidising landlordism. Every
social reform increased the
economic rent of land. Therefore,
unless they were going to continue
to waste their efforts by tinkering
with social questions as in the past,
they must concentrate upon this
fundamental question, to secure the
land for the people.
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The Law.(or never will you know freedom!)
A Most common matter

Pt. 1

by: David Brooks.

many seem to think they are exempt) and the anger
of the judiciary who have the strange idea that they are
Victorian law (The State of Victoria in Australia)
continues to produce some amazing stories. Certainly the sole arbiters of the “law.” That you are appearing
in “their” court. Nothing could be further from the
in the State of Victoria the rule of law has some
peculiar interpretations. Among the most controversial truth. The people themselves are the arbiters of the
law. They exercise this authority by choosing who
laws, at this time, are those regarding
to vote for at elections. How many candidates
speed limits and speed cameras.
The law perhave stood for parliament on a policy of speed
Primarily used as a source of income
verted! And the
cameras? Indeed have these instruments
by the government of the day, with
police powers of the
of taxation ever had the approval of the
the usual hoo haa of cant and lies
state perverted along
by the politicians supported by
with it! The law, I say, not electorate?
their public service personnel.
only turned from its proper
There is little consistency between the
This form of taxation has come
purpose but made to follow
States (NSW, Vic., Qld., S.A., Tas.,
into disrepute around the
an entirely contrary purpose!
W.A.) on how laws are written. We
world.
The law become the weapon of
are
supposed to have, after years of
every kind of greed! Instead
negotiations,
(wonderful interstate visits
A woman from the township
of checking crime, the law
and conferences for public servants and
of Torquay, Vic., is booked for
itself guilty of the evils it
politicians)
common road rules across the
speeding by the police. Pleading
is supposed to punish!
nation
(?).
But
don’t hold your breath, S.A.
not guilty she appears in Geelong
still has 25km/hr at children’s crossings.
court. Her evidence is simple.
F. Bastiat.
There is much inconsistency with road signs,
She was booked by a police officer
their location and colours. Roundabout are a
between point A and point B. She
mystery and seem to be the plaything of 12 year
pointed out to the magistrate that point B does not
old’s in a competition to see how many variations can
exist. The magistrate tells her that if she changes her
be accommodated. Giving way to vehicles already in
plea to guilty he will dismiss the charge. She took the
the roundabout only applies when the other vehicle is
magistrates advice and pleaded guilty. He dismissed
the case. The lady now has a record.
on your right! Perhaps we need another conference!
Challenging the accuracy of the cameras defendants
find that they are not allowed, by magistrates, to have
But the foregoing is merely the tip of an extraordinary
copies of the service manuals for the machines. They
large cache of laws and regulations which interfere
may read them but are not allowed to retain them for
with and control our daily life. These laws are made
study or defence.
by every level of government and each level has its
policemen to enforce their will. For contentious laws
Victorians in and around Doncaster complained
it is only necessary to look at the local government
recently, on television, that they had to “prove their
enforcement of “planning” laws. Health regulations
innocence” in court rather than the police proving
for example are enforced by Commonwealth, State and
their guilt. The fault here lies not only with the court
Local government, a maze to behold.
(magistrates are far too closely aligned with, and seek
the approval of, police officers) but the legislation
For those who believe that we live in a free democratic
passed in the past 40 years or so completely ignores
society It is only necessary to see how the Baillieu
the basics of a system where your guilt or innocence
government in Victoria, a Liberal government, is
is determined by a jury of your peers. Indeed most,
doing exactly what the Brumby government, a Labor
if not all, magistrates and judges would faint at the
goverment, did in relation to Freedom of Information.
idea that you were their peer (their remuneration, I
They find any excuse to hide everything. There should
dare not call them wages, is far in excess of what most
be no FOI act. All information is paid for by the public
middle class people earn). Circumvention of primary
in its taxes. The information is public information. To
law has enabled government to collect literally millions hide it under legislation is no different to the Soviet
of dollars in fines and “on the spot” penalties from
Union governments under Krushev and Bulganin.
so called “crimes” in which there is no victim. There
Worse, these people claim to be “Liberal,” in the great
are many cases which could be mentioned. Some
tradition of political double speak. Honesty is not on
are before the courts at this time, where magistrates
the agenda.
openly side with the prosecution. To discuss, publicly,
such cases raises the ire of the politicians (although
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The Law.(or never will you know freedom!)

by: David Brooks.

Signs of the times

An amateur
fisherman needs to
know more about
fish than any
politician

There is a distinct difference
Just remember
that 20% of
the population
cannot read.
The SA sign has
pics so you know
what you may
have caught!

Much more
than humans!

Not a gov’t sign
They wouldn’t
understand!
Theres money
in them thar
signs and signs
and signs and...

Just a few signs so you know your place!
Don’t forget you are not to cross the road
unless the lights say so. And we have
“police” to enforce this.

You have been told...

Sqealing your tyres is a crime (they
cannot be soft) and you may lose your
car....
They can take your boat also if the fish is
not what you thought it was.

Adult? 16 years?
When it suits!
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Prosper Australia News
Latest News from our secretary, Anne Schmid.

What a wonderful month we
have had with such wide press coverage. I urge you all to sign The Total
Abstainers Pledge found on the Prosper
website, and while you are there why
not send on the letter on housing unaffordability to your local MP and one to
the Minister for Housing. This way we
can keep up the pressure of the Buyers’
Strike. This campaign is one for all
members and not just those who live
locally in Melbourne.
At this time of the year we call on
members to renew their membership
and I thank the many of you who have
paid so promptly. This year we are
particularly keen to have all those who
signed up last year to continue with
their Prosper Membership and renew it.
We are seeking to implement social
change. Having the strongest arguments
and the clearest logic is not enough.
We also need strong minded members
and an enthusiastic membership base
to consolidate the good work of Gavin,
Karl and David.
And so as Secretary I ask for your
strong support so that change can
happen. Sign the Pledge, send off the
MP’s letter, bring your ideas to the
AGM on the 24th May either in person
or by email/letter, introduce a friend to
PROGRESS, write an article and send
in your membership for 2011/2012 –
just $30.00.
Anne Schmid
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Annual General
Meeting
All members of Prosper Australia
are invited to the AGM at 7:30pm,
Tuesday 24th May, 2011 at Prosper’s
offices. Reports from the president,
secretary, treasurer and staff will be
presented.
Please send in nominations for
cadidates for the election of executive
committee members one week before
the meeting.
After the meeting stay for supper
and discussion.

Contact
Information for
Related Organisations
ACT
Association for Good Government
goodgov@bigpond.net.au
Phone: 02 6254 1897
Office: 1/2 Holt Street Holt 2615
PO Box 4376 Manuka ACT 2603
NSW
Association for Good Government
goodgov@westnet.com.au
Office:122 Little Eveleigh Street,
Redfern, NSW 2016. Postal Address:
PO Box 251, Ulladulla, NSW 2539
QLD
Henry George Association of
Queensland,
Secretary Stephen Keevil
henrygeorgeassociationqld@gmail.com
WA
Georgist Education Association
www.gea.org.au
contact@gea.org.au
Phone: 08 9279 5590
Office:1/20 Old Perth Rd (PO Box 472)
Bassendean, WA 6934
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Prosper Committee
Robert McAlpine. . . . . . . . . .  President
Anne Schmid. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Secretary
Karl Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer
Lloyd Churches. . . . . . .  Vice-President
David O’Rourke . . . . . .  Vice-President
David Barkley
David Brooks
Bruce Every
John Poulter
Andy Moore
George Juross
Bryan Kavanagh . . . . . . . Public Officer

Prosper Staff
Anne Schmid. . . . . . . .  Office Manager
Karl Fitzgerald. . . Projects Coordinator
Gavin Putland. . . . . . . Research Officer
David Collyer . . . Campaign Developer

Websites
www.prosper.org.au
www.earthsharing.org.au
www.lvrg.org.au
www.taxreform.com.au
realestate4ransom.com
www.iwanttolivehere.org.au
www.3cr.org.au/economists
youtube.com/earthsharing
grputland.com
thedepression.org.au
www.hgfa.org.au
www.hgclub.com.au
www.gea.org.au
www.associationforgoodgov.org.au
www.resourcerentalsrevenue.org
www.henrygeorge.org
www.theIU.org
www.michael-hudson.com
savingcommunities.org
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www.earthrights.net
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www.progress.org
www.landandliberty.net
www.schalkenbach.org

Commons
glossary

On The
Commons.org

Acequias: A centuries old cooperative irrigation system
in New Mexico Hispanic communities. Acequias refer both
to the irrigation ditches and the community of farmers organized around them.
Biopiracy: The appropriation and privatization of genes,
plants and other biological resources in developing countries
by multinational corporations.
Cap-and-trade system: A market-based system of
environmental regulation in which companies buy and sell a
limited number of permits to pollute.
Cap-and-dividend: A commons-based system of environmental regulation in which companies pay for pollution
permits, and the proceeds are given back to citizens on an
equal basis.
Commodification: When non-commercial goods or
services are converted into a commodity for sale.
Commons: What we share. Creations of both nature and
society that belong to all of us equally, and should be preserved and maintained for future generations.
Commons paradigm: A worldview in which reclaiming
and expanding the commons is central to the workings of
society. The goal is to assure the vitality of various commons,
which in turn will boost economic, social, scientific and
cultural advancement.
Commoners: In modern use, the people who use a
particular commons; especially those dedicated to reclaiming
and restoring the commons.
Commoning: A verb popularized by historian Peter
Linebaugh to describe the social practices used by commoners in the course of managing shared resources and reclaiming the commons.
Commons-based society: A society whose economy,
political culture and community life revolve around promoting a diverse variety of commons institutions and the basic
principles of the commons. There is an important role for a
flourishing economic market in a commons-based society, but
its value is not treated as more important than the value of
healthy commons.
Commons-based solutions: Distinctive innovations
and policies that remedy contemporary problems by helping
people manage resources cooperatively and sustainably.
Creative Commons: A nonprofit organization based in
San Francisco that provides a series of free, public licenses
that allow copyright holders to make their creative works
legally available for copying, sharing and re-use.
Enclose: To convert a commonly shared resource into
private property. The term derives from the notorious enclosure movement in English history in which the landed gentry
seized land used collectively by village commoners. (Similar

to privatize, below)
Market paradigm: A worldview that holds up the workings of the marketplace not simply as an efficient economic
tool, but as a moral code dictating how all elements of
society should operate. The paradigm holds that the quest for
profit should dictate all human endeavors from education to
health care to the arts.
Market-based society: A society where most decision making is driven by the rigid dictates of the economic
marketplace.
Net neutrality: A public policy principle for the Internet
that assures open, non-discriminatory access for all users.
Open source: A type of software developed by volunteers
and made widely available to the public at little or no cost.
Peer production: A new mode of economic and cultural
production on the Internet that enables large numbers of
people to collaborate in the production and maintenance of
shared information resources. Prominent examples include
free software, Wikipedia, and the Flickr photo-sharing
website.
Privatize: When a commons or other public service or
asset becomes private property. (Similar to enclose, above)
This has been a key plank of libertarian and right-wing political activists over the past 30 years, who have been successful
at dismantling government services or handing them over to
private interests in many nations.
Public assets: Elements of the commons that are
publicly owned and usually managed by a government body:*
parks, water utilities, public transit, libraries, schools, streets,
etc.
Public domain: A body of creative and cultural works
that are freely available for anyone to use, most often because
the term of copyright protection for them has expired.
Public spaces: Places that are open to everyone, and
often play a central role in the social and public life of a
community.
Public trust doctrine: A legal principle dating back to
Roman law which says that the state holds certain resources
in trust for its citizens, prohibiting any transfer of those
resources to private interests.
Tragedy of the commons: A term popularized by ecologist Garrett Hardin in 1968 to describe how exploitation and
ruin of commonly shared resources is inevitable. Hardin
later conceded he was actually describing the tragedy of an
unmanaged commons.
Trust: A legal entity created to manage assets on behalf
of beneficiaries. This can be a useful tool in preserving and
managing commons outside the realm of government.
Water Commons: A longstanding ethic that water is no
one’s private property; it rightfully belongs to all of humanity
and the earth and needs to be managed accordingly.
Wiki: A type of Web-based software that enables any
number of people to contribute and edit a shared body of
information and collaborate in its evolution. The term “wiki”
is a Hawaiian word for “quick.”
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Home Buyers’ Strike
in the media
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